
IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT THE HOTELS USED: 

 Please further note that lot of hotels in Pokhara & Chitwan National Park do not have lift. In case you have any health 
related issues due to which you cannot climb higher floors, please inform us immediately at the time of confirmations so 
that we can take necessary actions.  

 Most of the rooms in all hotels at Nepal are twin bedded rooms. Very limited rooms have king size bed. King size bedded 
rooms will be provided subject to availability only. If the same is unavailable we shall provide twin bedded rooms only. 

 Categories of Rooms in the packages are based on base category of rooms, unless specified. 
 Most of hotels in other cities do not match the standards of hotels in Kathmandu & Pokhara. Please do not expect 

luxury facilities while travelling to other areas. If the guests are unable to compromise on comfort than such places of 
travel should not be a part of the itinerary.  

 Normal check-in time at Hotel is 1400 Hrs & Check-out time is 1100 Hrs. All requests for early check in / late checkout 
/ extending of stay, will be solely at the discretion of the hotels and shall be subjected to the rooms availability. A valid 
photo ID proof for all guests staying at the hotel is mandatory.  

 For Extra Person Sharing the Room & Child with Extra Bed, almost all the hotels provides MATTRESS and ROLL AWAY 
BEDS as a supplement to Extra Bed. 

 In case of group or incentive travels, all the rooms provided may not be of same size and category.  
 In the hills, scarcity of water & power-cut is a natural phenomena. In case of power-cut, the hotels provides power 

backup to emergency & common areas. Under such situation, hot water will be provided to the guest in bucket or the 
guests may have to work with Candle Light. Request you to kindly bear with such situation. We strongly regret for such 
inconvenience. 

 We reserves the right to re-arrange itinerary to suit hotel availability without changing the total number of days in each 
destination and without compromising with any services. 
 


